
A DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH IS REQUIRED to become head of the Research Organisation

of a leading Group of Plantation Companies in Malaya. This key post calls for a Scientist

with a general training, of which the emphasis is towards Chemistry, Soils, and Plant

Physiology. It offers exceptional scope for personal direction and initiation of research

of the first importance to industries which are vital to the economy of the sterling area. It

will, accordingly, be highly remunerated. Suitably qualified candidates are requested to

write in confidence with full details of career and qualifications to

Box 644, Borland Advertising, 18120 Regent Street, London, S.W. 1

RBSBARCH ASSISTANT REQUIRED by leading Plantation Group for Malaya. Students

completing a University Course in summer 1951 would be eligible. Desirable qualifi-

cations are 1st Class Honours in Agricultural Botany, specialisation Plant Physiology and

Genetics and knowledge of statistics of field experimentation. Four figure commencing

salary and remunerative prospects. Write with full details of career to

Sox 666, Dorland Advertising, 18/30 Regent Street, London, S.W. 1

The Journal of Agricultural Science is issued in quarterly parts of about 120 page* with
plates and figures, four parts constituting a volume.

Volumes XVI-XX (1026-1930) are out of print. Quotations can be given for other baok
volumes and parts.

Quotations oan also be given for buckram binding eases. (Suspended.)

Papers for publication should be typewritten or written in a very legible hand, and
may be sent to Dr J. HAMMOND, Sohool of Agriculture, Cambridge, or to the associate
Editors. Other communications should be addressed to the University Press, Cambridge.

Bibliography should be given under the heading of "Reference*" In the following
form:

Surname of author* (In alphabetical order), Initials, date of publication (la
bracket*), title of Journal (abbreviated according to the World List of Scientific
Periodicals), volume and pages of reference. In the text a reference should be
quoted by the author's name and date (in bracket*).

All name* of Journal* and book* should be in italics.
Contributors will receive twenty-five copies of their papers free.

The subscription price for each volume, payable in advance, is 40«. net per volume
(post free); single numbers 15>. net. Subscriptions may be sent to any Bookseller, or to
The Cambridge University Press, Bentley House, 200 Euston Road, London, N.W.I.

Enquiries from the U.S.A. should be addressed to the Cambridge University Press
American Branch, 51 Madison Avenue, New York, 10.
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